Soju1
Recent research has ---- our understanding of the motives behind crime and
provided a better insight.
a) coped without
b) taken off
C) made up
d) contributed to
e) broken out
Soru2
Psychology ---- the way the human mind works, ---- us to understand why
people behave the way that they do.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

studies / helping
studied / helps
had studied / to have helped
would study / helped
will study / to help

Soru 3
The US Congress is the legislative branch of the federal government and is
for creating laws.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

reluctant
hospitable
abundant
responsible
challenging

Soru 4
Invented by the Chinese in the 9th century, gunpowder rapidly became a
factor in battle.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

complicating
crucial
historic
as well as
virtual

Soru5
The construction work will have to go on on this spot regardless of weather
conditions.
a) Hava koullarina uygun olarak, bu noktada ina çahmasmm sürdürulmesi
gerekebilir.
b) Ina çahmasi, hava koullarim iyi olsa da olmasa da bu noktadan devam
etmek zorunda kalacak.
é) Bu noktadaki hava koullarina bagh olarak ina çahmasinin sürdürülmesi
gerekmekte.
d) Hava koullan ne olursa olsun, ina çahmasinin bu noktada devam etmesi
gerekecek.
e) Tna çahmasi hava koullanna gore bu noktadan itibaren devam edecektir.
Soru 6
It is said that one can walk from one end of the city to ---- in the summertime
without leaving the shade of its many trees.
a) the other
b) upstairs
c) other
d) otherwise
e) the one
Soru 7
Matematik çahma1ari belirli bir duzeye u1ati ye bu sayede astronomi
çahma1arma destek olmaya balach.
a) Mathematical began supporting astronomy when it reached a certain level
b) Mathematical studies used to assist astronomy to a certain extent
c) When mathematical studies reached a certain level, astronomy was far
from an established field.
d) Though mathematical studies reached a certain level, this discipline rarely
assisted astronomy.
e) Mathematical studies reached a certain level, and thanks to this, it began to
support astronomical studies.
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Soru 8
,Contrary
common belief, jogging is not completely harmless to people
- 65.
a) out of/ to
b) from / of
c) to / over
d) at / in
e) of from
Soru 9
Most Americans ---- their information about government from the news
media because it ---- impossible to gather all the news themselves.
a) had got / will be
b) get / is
C) were getting / has been
d) got / would have been
e) are getting / was
Soru 10
The term bureaucracy ---- the various departments and agencies of the
executive branch that help the president carry out his or her duties.
a results in
b) turns down
C) puts off
d) takes up
e) refers to
Soru 11
Many Asian cultures, ---- those of individualistic western countries, promote a
view of the self as interdependent.
a) for all
b) unlike
c) thanks to
d) except for
e) despite
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Sot-u 12
Americans ---- to view their history as a success story and as a victory for
democracy.
a) exploit
b) adapt
c) dedicate
d) adjust
e) tend
Soru 13
Rüzgâr o kadar sert esiyordu ki nereye gittigimizi bile göremiyorduk.
a) We couldn't see where we were going because the wind was blowing much
faster than usual.
b) Such was the force of the wind that we couldn't see our way.
c) The strong wind prevented us from seeing where we were going
d) The wind was blowing so hard that we weren't even able to see where we
were going.
e) We were unable to see even where we were going because the wind began
to blow really fast.
Sorul4
Today, many Americans see the ---- against terrorism as an example of the US
standing up for what is right in the world.
a) desire
b) fight
c) drive
d) loyalty
e) delivery
Sorul5
It appears ---- moderate consumption of alcohol and a Mediterranean diet
may reduce the risk of dementia.
a) which
b) whose
c) what
d) when
e) that

Soru 16
It is difficult to say ---- when people first started to make rope because very
few early examples have survived until today.
a) partially
b) eventually
C) exactly
d) importantly
e) consistently
Soru 17
Although whales and dolphins spend their lives in water,
a) they all share certain features such as sharp teeth
b) nearly all the members' are meat-eaters
c) they have to come to the surface to breathe air
d) they give birth to their babies, unlike other mammals
e) most are intelligent animals and ruthless killers
Soru 18
Given that it is highly likely that further reservoirs exist, the interior of our
planet could contain at least six times ---- much water ---- all the world's
oceans do.
a) either / or
b) so / that
c) whether / or
d) both / and
e) as/as
Soru 19
Though an increasingly small per cent of the population is engaged in
agriculture in France, ----. ,
a) the climate is predominately Mediterranean in the south and southeast
b) the country is one of the most important exporters of food in the world
c) the country has a strong economy, based on commerce and industry
d) much of its population is concentrated in the north and southeast
e) the country's plains are mostly located in the Paris Basin to the north

Soru 20
Most people regard memory as something fixed and nonflexible. ----, memory
can be enhanced in a variety of ways.
a) Otherwise
b) Therefore
c) Afterwards
d) However
e) In addition
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